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Season’s Greetings to all our readers, advertisers, contributors and
the “Publinkers” (or should that be “Pub likers”), who handle much of the
distribution. This is the Giant Dongle’s third Christmas and we plan to be
around for a few more yet.

At this time of year it is traditional to consider the events of the year past and look forward to
the year to come. CAMRA members, of course, do this with a pint in their hands – preferably in
front of an open fire.

Our 2012 began as always with Dorchester Beerex run in partnership with Round Table. As
usual this was a superb festival. At the same time we were selecting our allocation of 31 pubs
for the 2013 Good Beer Guide, which was published in September, and selecting not one but
two branch Pubs of the Year. With some 270 or so to choose from these were no mean tasks.
Then came a well supported trip to Tuckers Maltings Beer Festival.

Unfortunately a successful Spring was followed by the late cancellation of Wykefest in July
due to abysmal weather in the run up period. Although financial loss was minimal, we lost what
has quickly become one of the best events in the summer calendar. 

Come the Autumn it was Weymouth Octoberfest, our second at the Pavilion with more
customers and more beer sold than ever, followed by a group visit to Poole Beer Festival a
couple of weeks later. 

Throughout the year our membership continued to grow due largely to the efforts of Andy our
membership secretary. Perhaps equally important, the number of members taking an active
role in the organisation has grown as well.

So, time now for a rest and then the whole cycle starts again. In fact we have already taken the
nominations for the incoming Pub of the Year, started looking at Good Beer Guide possibles
and Dorchester Beerex tickets go on sale at the beginning of January.

So why do we do it? In my case mainly because I enjoy it. My more principled colleagues wish
to preserve the beer styles and pubs we all love. When CAMRA was founded some 40 years
ago it was the beer that was under threat from fizzy keg bitter (Red Barrel anybody?) and the
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Branch diary

Business meetings are held on the second Wednesday of the month at
locations around the branch area. All members are welcome to any of these

meetings.

January Wed
9th 8pm

Chickerell. The Lugger + Langton Herring, Elm Tree
(Good Beer Guide Nominations and Pub of the Year
Winner.)

February Wed
13th 8pm Bridport. The George.(Good Beer Guide Final

Selection).

March Wed
13th 8pm Dorchester. The Bakers Arms + others

April Wed
10th 8pm Melbury Osmond. The Rest and Welcome+ Evershot,

Acorn

Branch contacts
Main contact: Tony Egerton tel. 01305 789906; Email tony@camrawdorset.org.uk

Social Events and Trips - contact: Rich Gabe tel. 01305 257914, email
rich@camrawdorset.org.uk

Contact details for other branch officials can be obtained from Tony or direct from
www.camrawdorset.org.uk

Editor’s contact details: Kevin Launder, 33 Dowman Place, Weymouth DT4 9XR; 
Email gdeditor@camrawdorset.org.uk; tel 01305784303

Editor’s note: Opinions expressed in the Giant Dongle are those of its contributors 
and do not purport to be or necessarily conform to official CAMRA policy

Subscribe to the Giant Dongle on line
The Giant Dongle has grown to a document size that I can no longer distribute by email.
Instead I will email subscribers a link our website when the Dongle is posted there. To use this
service send your email address to gdeditor@camrawdorset.org.uk . Your address will be used
for subscription only and not disclosed to any other party. You can unsubscribe at any time.

And the Answer is 1089
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624
-426
198

+891
=108

Write down a 3 digit number where the first and last digits differ by 2 or more. Reverse
the number and subtract the smaller of the two. Then reverse the resulting number and
add it to the original result. The final answer is always 1089. No matter how much beer
you drink the result is always the same
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NEWS FLASH: Lyme Regis has a new real ale outlet at the Bay Hotel on
Marine Parade, serving Town Mill Lyme Gold on handpump.
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“Time to stop the scandal of supermarkets stealing pubs
from communities” - Mulholland

All-Party Parliamentary Save the Pub Group Chair, Greg Mulholland,
has today written to the major supermarket chains calling on them to
stop ‘predatory purchasing’ pubs up and down the country, something
that is robbing communities of wanted, viable pubs with local people
denied any say over the matter.  Mulholland has also called on the
Government to step in and change planning law to close the absurd
loophole in planning law that allows a pub to be changed to
supermarkets without having to go through the planning system. This
is something that is anti localism, anti community and anti small
business with not only the loss of a pub, but often also the loss of
local shops.  

The scandal of supermarkets deliberately targeting and converting pubs has been clear in the
number of such conversions happening and this is now backed up by CAMRA showing that
over 200 pubs across Britain have been converted into supermarket convenience stores since
January 2010. 130 of those have been converted to Tesco, 22 to Sainsbury’s and a 54 other
pubs converted into other supermarkets such as Co-operative, Asda and Costcutter. As it
currently stands wanted and viable pubs can be converted into supermarkets without planning
permission and without the local community having a say and without local Council’s being
able to do anything about it. Most of the pubs being closed and converted were profitable,
viable pubs valued by their communities yet supermarkets are deliberately targeting them
know that the planning system allows them to do this without even having to apply for change
of use and allowing them to ignore and ride roughshod over local opinion. 

This is something that Save the Pub Group member John Denham MP recently raised in the
House of Commons, highlighting cases in his Southampton constituency were pubcos have
sold viable pubs to supermarkets over the heads of local people. The Save the Pub Group
have also highlighted the clear collusion that is going on between indebted pubcos who are
happy to offload pubs to the giant supermarkets as a quick way of paying off a little of their
huge levels of debt, another reminder that the so-called pub companies are really property
companies happy to close and sell viable pubs.   

The Save the Pub Group have now also tabled a Parliamentary motion highlighting this issue.
The Motion highlights CAMRA’s figures, calls on the Government to change the planning
system to stop this and calls on councils to follow the example of Cambridge City Council and
others to introduce local planning policies to protect pubs from unwanted and undemocratic
conversions and demolitions.     

Greg commented “It is a scandal that viable and wanted pubs are being converted into
supermarkets  as a result of absurd loopholes in the planning system, which mean that pubs
can be changed into supermarkets, betting shops and pay-day loan shops or even demolished
without needing planning permission. 
This predatory purchasing is serious threat to the great British pub. It is clear that some
supermarkets, Tesco in particular, are actively targeting pubs as a soft option to get small
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Trading Standards
If you have a dispute with a pub, such as it failing to serve full measures or not displaying price
lists, beer strengths or business names, and you are unable to resolve this informally on the
spot, CAMRA encourages you to contact Trading Standards.

For details of services offered by local Trading Standards Officers in Dorset see
www.dorsetforyou.com/tradingstandards. You can email Trading Standards at:
tradingstandards@dorsetcc.gov.uk or call 01305 224012 (Fax: 01305 224297).

Alternatively you can call Consumer Direct on 08454 040506.

Public Transport in Dorset
For public Transport information for Dorset contact traveline south west: call 0871 200 2233 or
go to www.traveline.info.
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West Dorset Pub Guide
Third Edition - 

Order from:
West Dorset CAMRA, 32 Mellstock Avenue, Dorchester DT1 2 BQ

Price £5 (inc. p&p) or £4 quoting CAMRA membership number

Brewers, Landlords and Event Organisers
Let us know about your festival or other event in good time and
we will feature it on our website. Where possible we will also
highlight it in the Giant Dongle (next issue early-December).

These are free services provided by West Dorset CAMRA as part
of our mission to promote Real Ale and support those who
produce and sell it.
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Ray and Kay welcome You to

The Bakers Arms
140 Monmouth Road, Dorchester, DT1 2DH

(01305) 264382

Opening Hours
Monday: 5.30pm - 8.30pm.

Tuesday: 5.30pm - Late
Wednesday, Thursday & Friday: 12 noon - 2.30pm

& 5pm - Late
Saturday & Sunday: Open All Day from 12 noon

5 Minutes Walk from Dorchester South Railway
Station (use down platform exit)
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Quality Real Ales: Ringwood Best and
Fortyniner, plus guest beers

Traditional Pub Food
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Good Beer Guide’s Magnificent Seven

CAMRA launched the landmark 40th edition of Good Beer Guide in September by celebrating
the achievements of a handful of pubs that have appeared in every edition of the Guide. Since
its first publication as a book in 1974, only seven pubs have appeared in every edition. Their
special achievement was recognised in the presentation of a special award to each pub at a
ceremony held at the historic Buckingham Arms in central London, attended by members of
CAMRA’s National Executive, past and present editors of the Good Beer Guide, industry
representatives including Cask Marque and SIBA, and, of course, the seven pubs. With an
annual average change of 1000  in the pub listings, it is a remarkable tribute to these publicans
who have maintained an exemplary standard of beer over all those years

Nik Antona, CAMRA Director of Publishing said: ‘These seven and their achievement are very
special and it is great to have an opportunity to recognise their hard work and celebrate 40
editions of excellence. It is important to remember that the Good Beer Guide exists to promote
and support the best real ale pubs everywhere in the UK. There are 4493 other excellent pubs
in this year’s Guide that have all been nominated, judged and endorsed by CAMRA members,
so even if one of these 7 aren’t on your doorstep you’re sure to find a great pub near you in
the GBG’s pages.’ 

By phone: Call 01727 867201; On line: www.camra.org.uk/shop; by Post from CAMRA, 230
Hatfield Rd, St Albans AL1 4Zw

Members price £11.00 + £2.00 p&p; Non-members price £15.99 + £2.00 p&p
Or do it the easy way - buy at Beerex!
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West Dorset CAMRA Pub of the Year 2013
In 2012 we could not decide between the Kings Arms at Thornford and the Tiger in Bridport.
So in a flash of inspiration we decided to have two – one “Rural” and one “Town”.

For 2013 nine pubs have been nominated which we have again split between Rural and Town,
although we  may revert to one Pub of the Year if a single candidate is considered to be
decidedly more worthy than all the others. The nominations are:

Rural – Acorn, Evershot; Greyhound, Sydling St Nicholas and Three Elms, North Wooton

Town – Boot, Weymouth; Handmade Pie & Ale House, Weymouth; Ropemakers, Bridport;
Royal Standard, Upwey; Royal Portland Arms, Fortuneswell and Tom Browns, Weymouth.

As noted in the Octoberfest issue of the Giant Dongle any CAMRA member is entitled to
nominate a pub for this award. Nominations for this year closed at the end of October. The
pubs will be judged over the next two months and the results revealed at Dorchester Beerex.

While quality of beer is the most important factor in selecting our Pub(s) of the Year, other
issues including service, atmosphere , welcome and value are also considered.

CAMRA- What’s in it for me?
By Rich Gabe

Recently in a Dorset pub someone asked me “what’s in it for me; if i join CAMRA”. A perfectly
feasible question i thought. I started to tell him the basics that he will receive 12 issues of
What’s Brewing? , our national monthly newspaper; plus 4 issue’s of Beer the quarterly
supplement. He may well also get £20 worth of J.D. Wetherspoons vouchers to be redeemed
through-out the year. Of course there are fringe benefits of the odd free pint or half at a beer
festival, or a reduced rate of entry. If you’re a reader then you get discounts on a vast range of
CAMRA products which along with the CAMRA bookshop, the beer drinkers bible the Good
Beer Guide. This is a must for anybody that travels or wants info on the best beer selling pubs
in the area.

The social sides pretty good too, you’ll get the chance to visit breweries, meet like-minded
people, perhaps get actively involved and work at a local or national beer festivals. Here in
West Dorset we staff 3 festivals Dorchester along with Round Table, Wykefest and Octoberfest
in Weymouth, plus we visit other festivals Tuckers Maltings in Newton Abbot, Poole to name
but a few; the jewel in the crown being the Great British Beer Festival London. However if you
dig deeper you may get the satisfaction of perhaps saving a pub from closure or lobbying your
local M.P on a national issue if your passionate enough. You may feel like putting pen to paper
and writing an article for a branch newsletter, perhaps you may have computer skills and have
some input in a local branch website.

Of course the best time to join CAMRA is at a local festival where there are usually extra
incentives to join, direct debit being the best way- a once a year payment and no-need to worry
about lapsing in membership. You may just want to pay your yearly sub ,receive the perks and
do no-more, that doesn’t make you more or less important than the next person but equally
valued within one of the biggest consumer groups in the U.K with an expanding membership.
Don’t you think it’s time you joined the Campaign for Real Ale?
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growing trend towards lager. Today the resurgence of quality brewing both by micros and their
larger rivals has secured the beers, but the pubs are increasingly at risk from the antics of over
borrowed Pub Cos, predatory pricing of supermarket off sales and developers looking to turn
(even successful) pubs into restaurants, housing and even more supermarkets. 

Along the way we help raise £1000’s for charitable purposes and for CAMRA’s national
campaigning such as the fight against the beer duty escalator. Did you sign the e-petition?
Come on 2013, we will be ready for you! – well, once we get past the New Year hangover. 
. 

Do you want a discount? (No - not on Beerex Tickets)
A significant number of pubs in West Dorset are now offering CAMRA members various forms
of discount on purchases of Real Ale. Of course, JD Wetherspoon have  provided a wodge of
discount vouchers for each CAMRA member as part of the membership renewal package for
several years, and our local JDW pubs – Swan and Good Beer Guide listed William Henry in
Weymouth and Royal Oak, Dorchester – all accept these. 

But in recent times discounts have appeared at the Old Rooms, the newly reopened Dolphin,
the Royal Oak, the Rendezvous – all in Weymouth, the Royal Portland Arms (multiple good
Beer Guide entries) and New Inn both on Portland, and DBC owned Tom Browns in
Dorchester.

In addition to these pub discounts, Marstons-Ringwood is currently issuing loyalty cards
through individual pubs. Weymouth’s Globe is one such. Drink five pints of Ringwood there
and get a free one. There is no expiry date on the card, so you don’t have to rush. Mike at the
Globe does not offer discounts to CAMRA members. Instead he keeps his prices low for all
customers, including Dartmoor Ale at £2 a pint (if I remember correctly!).

Finally both the Royal British Legion on Portland and the Colliton Club in Dorchester admit
CAMRA members, giving them access to Real Ales at “Club Prices” without paying the Club’s
own membership fee.

With the price of beer likely to rise in January (as usual) it might be worth seeking out
discounts where they exist and encouraging the landlord of your local to offer one.

Please email the Giant Dongle if you are aware of other pubs and clubs offering concessions
so we can update the list above for everybody’s benefit. 

Have you tried “What Pub” yet? Go to www.whatpub.com and have a look. CAMRA
members please check the details of your local pubs and correct any errors in the data. This
tool will only be as good as we make.it 
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REMEMBER
Dorchester Beerex Tickets Sell Out

very quickly every year.
Get Yours Early!

The Queens Arms,
Corton Denham, Sherborne, somerset DT94LR

! Best  National Freehouse  2012

! CAMRA Somerset  cider pub  2012

! AA Rosette  Restaurant

! 4* Inn Accommodation

Octoberfest Feedback
We are grateful to everybody who gave us feedback on Octoberfest. We loved the praise, of
which there was quite a bit. We were less comfortable with the criticism, but if you ask for
feedback you have to take it like men or women or whatever (delete as appropriate). We
received so many comments ( a good thing) that it will take some time to analyse and evaluate
them. The results will certainly be taken into account when planning next year’s event. Thanks!

Advertise in the Giant Dongle

Our rates are £65 full page and £35 half page.

Book in advance for 5 consecutive issues for £260 full page or
£140 half page (5 for the price of 4)

Change your advertisement for each issue at no extra cost

Email: gdeditor@camrawdorset.org.uk or call Kevin on 01305 784303

Meet the Brewer 
Friday 22nd February  2013
Meet and  dine  with Steve  Schmidt, Head
Brewer,  Meantime  Brewery.  Enjoy a  talk on
his brewery, sit down to dine  with him and
his matched  beers  to each  course.  £35.00
per  person  limited to 30.  A unique
Christmas  Present  for someone  special.

Tel 01963 220 317www.thequeensarms.com email.relax@thequeensarms.com
The Queens Arms, Corton Denham, Sherborne, DT9 4LR
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Update on Dorset Brewing Company
By Tony Egerton

Dorset  Brewing  Company  have  appointed  a  new
Master Brewer,  Oliver  Kitson, to join their  team at
Crossways. With a new brewer on board, MD Giles
Smeath anticipates a bright and exciting future for
the  brewery,  and  comments:  “The  business  has
really  taken  off  since  our  relocation  and  with  the
addition of a new brewer, my time can now be more
focused on other areas of the business. The brewery
has substantially increased its volume of production,
particularly with our flagship ale Jurassic going from
strength to strength since its listing with Punch last
year.  With  further  listings  on  various  beer
programmes  nationwide,  the  ales  are  becoming
more readily  available to a wider audience,  which
not only bodes well for the future of the brewery, but
also means that  Oliver’s  appointment is  extremely
well timed.”

Oliver  gained  a  first  at  Herriott  Watt  a  couple  of
years  ago,  followed by a  stint  at  Purity  Brewery,
where  he  proved  himself  very  capable,  his  great

enthusiasm as well as very sound technical knowledge will  make him a great asset to the
team.

Weymouth Best Bitter now has a revised recipe and a new name,  Dorset Knob, and has
become the brewery’s fastest growing beer. The abv is slightly lower at 3.9% (og 1039), to
make it more quaffable and uses some more adventurous hops, Bobek and Summit, as well as
the original Cascade. Giles selected the Bobek hop on a trip to Slovenia in August so there
should have a good supply for next year.

DBC’s  Yachtsman gained a bronze at the Weymouth  Octoberfest,  in competition with 78
other beers. Portland Porter has made it’s seasonal re-appearance and can be found in Tom
Browns.

In October Annie McDonnell celebrated 25 years as landlady of the Oddfellows Arms in
North Allington, Bridport, making her the longest serving single licensee of a Palmers’ pub
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Sponsor the next issue of the Giant Dongle

Your message at the foot of every page of the Giant Dongle (as below) plus
Your Full Page Advert on the Back Cover

Interested? - email: gdeditor@camrawdorset.org.uk
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stores into communities, whether the community wants one or not and always with the loss of
a local.pub. Worse still, there is also clearly collusion between supermarkets and pub owning
companies, with the latter being all too happy to sell pubs over the heads of communities.

On behalf of the Save the Pub Group, I have written to the major supermarkets calling on them
to stop targeting pubs, especially Tesco, who as the CAMRA figures demonstrate have
converted 130 pubs into shops since the beginning of 2010, which is disgraceful. This is anti-
pub and anti-community and is contributing to the loss of part of our heritage as a nation. 

“The Government must wake up to this before many more viable pubs are lost forever and
before a lot more supermarkets are introduced without local people having a say. Anyone who
believers in localism and community empowerment cannot defend a planning system which
allows viable and profitable pubs to be turned into supermarkets, betting shops and other
functions without local people having a say. Any change of use to a community pub must have
to go through the planning system and it is also time to introduce a 6th  month moratorium in
which a pub cannot be closed, converted or demolished until there has been community
consultation and an independent viability test. If the Government are serious about the Big
Society, about localism and about wanting to be a pub-friendly Government, they must get on
and make these changes.  

“Councils also have a key role and must act now also. The Save the Pub Group warmly
welcomes Cambridge City Councils excellent new Interim Planning Policy Guidance, which will
give greater protection to pubs from change of use and demolition. I would strongly urge other
councils to follow in their footsteps and implement similar National Planning Policy Framework
and localism inspired policies to support and save valued local pubs”. 

Member of the Save the Pub Group, John Denham MP commented:
“The Save The Pub group is right to stand up for communities feeling squeezed out by major
supermarkets and big pub companies. The Castle, a pub in my own constituency in
Southampton, is the latest in a line of pubs being sold by large pub company Enterprise Inns
to the giant supermarket chain Tesco. We have seen other former community pubs being sold
to the Co-op, Best-One and other convenience stores. CAMRA’s figures show that
communities pubs are being lost to large retailers across the country. The Government needs
to look closely at the cosy relationship between national retailers and large pub companies
that so often leave local communities feeling left out in the cold.”

When Becky and Sophie met Becky (reprise)

In our previous issue we featured “Sophie’s Rustic Ale” a collaboration between Becky
Whinnerah  of Art Brew and beer sommelier Sophie Atherton, which was launched at the
legendary Bricklayers Arms in Putney run by Real Ale enthusiast (British understatement)
Becky Newman. We now have some feedback on the launch from Becky Whinnerah:

“The event was a big success where the beer flowed and was very well received. We also did
food matching, including a bespoke focaccia from River Cottage Axminster Canteen. The beer
has rapidly sold out in cask (though sadly none to Dorset pubs) and bottles (which will be
available locally) will be coming out in early October.”

CAMRA AGM & MEMBERS WEEKEND
Friday 19 to Sunday 21 April 2013 at St Andrews Hall, Norwich. All CAMRA members

welcome..See www.camraagm.org.uk for details and booking
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Taking the fight for the Great British pub to Parliament

In difficult financial times when pubs are closing at a rate of 12 per week, when beer duty
continues to rise, and when developers are doing away with well run community pubs against
the wishes of local communities, wouldn’t it be great to know that there is a group of over 100
Parliamentarians fighting for licensees, brewers and pub-goers? Well, there is! There are now
128 MPs and Lords in the Save the Pub Group, and with each new member, there is a new
voice championing the cause of the nation’s ale- and pub-lovers. The group believe that
traditional British pubs, which provide an environment for sociable and controlled drinking, are
hugely important to their communities as a focus for community, social, sporting and charitable
activities. This is why the Group is profoundly concerned that much loved and valued pubs
across the country are being closed, for many different reasons, when often they don’t need to;
and why they demand greater Government support and better legislation. 

The Save the Pub Group, with the support of CAMRA, gives MPs help and guidance in support
of campaigns against pub closures in their constituency, but mostly campaign on a number of
key issues affecting pubs and beer. Currently, the group are calling for:
• changes to planning law to properly recognise the importance of pubs to
communities, and to better protect pubs faced with closure & redevelopment;
• a change in the law to outlaw the practice of restrictive covenants, whereby
companies are selling pubs on the basis that they are prevented from being a pub, thus
denying communities pubs simply to benefit the commercial interests of the company;
• local communities to have the right to buy pubs that are planned 
• a change in the law to outlaw the practice of restrictive covenants, whereby
companies are selling pubs on the basis that they are prevented from being a pub, thus
denying communities pubs simply to benefit the commercial interests of the company;
• local communities to have the right to buy pubs that are planned for closure, with
improvements to the Localism Act provisions, and to support the Pub is the Hub scheme.
• reform of the current ‘beer tie’ model, as operated by some of the big pubcos, which
makes it impossible for many licensees to make a living, and which leaves  many pubs which
could be successful if free of tie unviable. The Group held a high profile reform rally as well as
a meeting with big pubco bosses to hold them to account;
• fairer levels of beer duty, scrapping the duty escalator and pushing for a lower duty
on all draught ale and/or real ale, lobbying Europe to allow this;
• the Government and local authorities to do more to support community pubs
including via taxation and rates, based on the community value of such pubs and for less
complicated regulatory and licensing systems and frameworks;
• the Government to look at supermarket beer pricing, to stop below cost selling in the
off trade and create a more level playing field between the on and off trade;

Mike Benner, National Chief Executive of the Campaign for Real Ale, reckons that:

"the Group is invaluable in helping to build Parliamentary support for CAMRA's key
campaigns to protect pubs. I hope that CAMRA members up and down the country will
encourage their MP to join the Group, and support their important work in protecting
the future of Britain's valued community pubs."

The Group ask you all to write to your local MP (who can be found at www.parliament.uk) and
ask them to join the Group, to support its work, and to fight for pubs, brewers and beer-lovers
across the country. Beyond that, the Group asks you to keep supporting your local CAMRA
branch- and keep visiting the many wonderful real-ale pubs!
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Swift Halves: By Tony Egerton

The pub scene around Weymouth station is still in turmoil. I note that Hall & Woodhouse have
now put the freehold of the Somerset Hotel up for sale. The owner of the Brownlow has been
given planning permission to convert to flats, the Queens is for sale and so is the lease of the
Prince of Wales.

As predicted Salt, the short term incumbent at he brewery building in Hope Square , has now
gone. (The Pop Up Pub has popped off again – Ed)

The most renamed pub in Weymouth is now the Babylon in St Thomas St . In its day it has
been the Albion, Inn on the Corner, Cider House, Orange Cider House and now the Babylon . I
think there was one other name for a short time but it escapes me at present. (Red Cider Bar I
believe – Ed.)

At this time of year I welcome back two of my favourite seasonal beers – Ringwood Porter
and DBC Portland Porter. I wonder how long Marstons will produce the former this year –
only lasted three weeks last year! STOP PRESS - the first two casks of Ringwood Porter in
the Boot have lasted two days! Mr Marston don't you know when you have a winner?

I popped into one of our better hostelries last week. Five well kept beers on offer, being
enjoyed by a mixed clientele. Wait a minute though; three were from Cornwall , and one each
from Somerset and Devon . At the last count we have 15 breweries of various size in Dorset -
is their ale so bad? (As I understand it both Palmers and H&W sell only to their own pubs, and
Art and Sunny Republic market mainly in London, and very successfully at that.- Ed.)
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………………………………
News from Charminster: The Inn for all Seasons is now The Gamekeeper, a food
led pub but really well done. Only opened in October (3 months late) but getting on well. Had
Keystone 'Gamekeeper' to drink at £3.55. Nice pint. Also had Doombar. Worth a visit.
Rumours are that Compasses is on market....took me ages to get in! Opening Hours are
getting less and less. Still does well in the evenings but a limited selection of drinks.
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To Join CAMRA

Visit www.camra.org.uk/joinus; or Telephone: 01727 867201

Alternatively join at Beerex and gain an extra reward

Good Beer Guide listed 2012 & 2013

In Praise of an Old Git

As we get older we sometimes begin to doubt our ability to 'make a difference' in the world. At
such timest our hopes are boosted by the achievements of other 'seniors' who have found the
courage to take on challenges that would make many of us wither.

Harold Schlumberg is such a person.“I've often been asked he said 'What do you do now that
you've retired?'. Well....I'm fortunate to have a chemical engineering background and one of
the things I enjoy most is converting beer, wine and whisky into urine. It's rewarding, uplifting,
satisfying and fulfilling. I do it every day and I really enjoy it.”
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Good Beer Guide’s Magnificent Seven (Continued)

The seven pubs represent the rich history of public houses in the UK – a history which is sadly
still under threat as pubs continue to close. Each has a unique story.

Buckingham Arms, 62 Petty France, London SW1 (see GBG 2013 p302)
This tall, imposing building has small leaded windows on the ground floor and a pub sign
depicting George Villiers, the first Duke of Buckingham in the 16th century. The long room
inside is almost a corridor, served by an equally long bar that dispenses Young’s and Wells’
beers. The pub dates from the 1840s and has been a Young’s house since 1930.

New Inn, The Hill, Kilmington, Devon (see GBG 2013 p123)
The thatched and whitewashed New Inn dates from the early 19th century. Its survival in the
Guide is all the more remarkable as it was rebuilt following a devastating fire in 2004. But
landlords Brian and Denise Jenkins were swiftly manning the pumps again with the help of
Palmer’s of Bridport, whose ales grace the bar. The New Inn has a skittle alley that helps make
it a vibrant part of village life.

Queen’s Head, Newton, Cambridgeshire (see GBG 2013 p64)
This pub was saved from closure in the 1960s by the Short family and has remained in their
hands ever since. When David and Juliet Short retire, their son Rob will take over. The
Queen’s has two bars, ancient timbers, stoves, settles, old photos and prints on the walls, and
the ancient pub game of Devil Among the Tailors. Adnams’ ales are cask dispensed.

Roscoe Head, 24 Roscoe Street, Liverpool (see GBG 2013 p340)
A traditional side-street local named after William Roscoe, an 18th-century poet and
biographer. It has several small rooms and a snug, and has been in the same family’s hands
for more than 20 years. The current landlady, Carol Ross, took over when her parents retired.
Carol bases her success on offering a good range of beers – Jennings, Tetley and guest ales –
along with good pub fare and no intrusive juke boxes or fruit machines.

Square & Compass, Worth Matravers, Dorset (see GBG 2013 p140)
This ancient ale house takes its name from the tools used by miners excavating the local
Purbeck stone. It’s been in the hands of the Newman family since 1907 and current owner
Charlie Newman has no intention of modernising the pub. There’s no bar – beer comes from
the cask behind a hatch. There are two comfortable rooms with benches and fires in winter. In
good weather, you can sit outside, sample Palmer’s ale or Charlie’s home-made cider.

Star, Netherton, Northumberland (see GBG 2013 p372)
‘It’s like stepping into someone’s home,’ is the common response of visitors to this fine old
building dating from 1788. There’s a simple room with settles, a stove, and the pub’s many
awards displayed on the walls. It’s been run by the Morton family since 1917 and Vera Morton-
Wilson, the present incumbent, is the grand-daughter of the publicans who arrived in pony and
trap to take over the place. Beer is served through a hatch and comes from a cellar where a
stone gantry keeps it cool and in immaculate condition.

Star Tavern, 6 Belgrave Mews West, London SW1 (see GBG 2013 p301)
A Grade II-listed Fuller’s house built in 1848 for the servants and tradesmen who supplied the
great houses of Belgrave Square. In the 1960s it was the haunt of a ‘demi-monde’ of dodgy
spivs, gangsters and minor celebrities but today it attracts a more respectable crowd who
enjoy the excellent beer and good food in the big, airy rooms downstairs with comfortable
benches, and a smaller overspill room up narrow stairs.
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Government Minister pledges to ”retain Beer Tax
Escalator but keep it under  under review”

After a three hour Commons debate on 1 November, triggered by the CAMRA led e-petition,
Government Minister Sajid Javid conceded that the escalator introduced by the Labour
Government in 2008 would be kept under review. The escalator automatically increases beer
duty by 2% plus inflation each year (about 3p per pint this year).

The Minister pointed out that if the escalator was axed the treasury would need to raise the
£35m lost in other tax increases (The equivalent figure for next year would be £70m), and
noted the help that Government is giving to business generally (Small business rate relief,
reduced corporation tax etc.) will help the industry as will more freedom to host live music in
pubs. He continued “This Government recognises the importance of pubs and Breweries”

Mr Javid was speaking in response to a unanimous motion calling for a review. MPs argued
that, with 16 pubs closing each week, any more price increases would cripple the brewing
industry. Andrew Griffiths MP claimed “Scrapping the beer duty escalator would save
thousands of jobs in the first year alone and stop the closure of hundreds of pubs. This is a
huge opportunity to bring balance and fairness into the duty system” He added “I am
convinced that the rally of Parliament on 12 December is the next step”.

The Minister promised “I will take away a lot of messages and make sure the Government
does more to help the industry.”
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